February 12, 2015

Ukraine’s challenge remains immense despite Minsk deal

$3bn

Yanukovych era loan from
Russia still outstanding

$7.5bn $15bn

Ukraine reserves as of
December 2014

Estimated funding gap

$40bn

Provisional international
community and IMF loan

Kyiv

Killed 5,486

Total refugees 1,578,482*
Internally displaced
people
978,482

– New IMF Extended Fund
Facility deal $17.5bn
– $4.6bn dispersed so far from
previous $17bn IMF Standby
Arrangement
– €500m promised from
Germany
– €100m promised from Poland

Kharkiv

Total casualties 18,458*
Wounded 12,972

Financial aid:

Lugansk

Separatist-controlled
Donbas region
Donetsk
Crimea annexed by
Russia in 2014

Mariupol

Refugees
to Russia
400,000
Refugees to
other countries
200,000

– Feb 23-27: Parliament discuss
budgetary changes vital for
receiving funding
– April: Ukraine investor
conference

Minsk peace deal:
– Feb 15: Ceasefire begins
– Feb 17: Withdrawal of heavy
weapons
– Prisoners released
– End 2015: Constitutional
reform to enable
decentralisation for separatist
regions
– End 2015: Ukraine control of
border with Russia

*UN report February 6

Despite a shaky ceasefire deal being reached in Minsk,
Ukraine’s challenges will remain immense. Mistrust
and miscalculation increase the risk of heavy fighting
in coming days. Separatist forces may look to increase
territorial gains before the February 15 ceasefire begins.
Donbas risks becoming another frozen conflict.
President Petro Poroshenko’s other main challenges
include pushing contentious structural reforms, battling
corruption and stabilising the economy -- which may have
become slightly easier following today’s announcement of
a new international loan agreement.

__ Kyiv will increase pace of structural reforms such as
privatization and highlight high-level clampdown on
corruption to assure donors.
__ Washington will keep lethal defensive arms supply to
Ukraine as an option if peace deal falls apart but this risks
major escalation.
__ Federalisation will be increasing point of contention;
Kyiv will want to preserve Ukraine’s unitary status.

See also: Ukraine coalition will make anti-corruption priority -- December 2, 2014
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Donbas risks becoming a frozen conflict as – despite tentative Minsk peace deal – major issues remain

